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OVER FRANKFURT AND MANNHEIM

A strong force of Bomber Command aircraft went to Germany last

night. It was a night of cloud, rain, storm, thunder and ice.

What this meant may be judged from the experience of one

crew. Forty miles from the Dutch coast, a Wellington ran into

a severe thunderstorm, and clouds, heavy with moisture, left

ice on the bomber. The ice made both engines lose power and

the Wellington dropped to 4,000 feet before the pilot could

control its dive. Then a flash of lightning temporarily
blinded the rear gunner.

But even in weather like this our crews found a path to

the Upper Rhineland. Their targets, the industrial districts

of Frankfurt and Mannheim, were half hidden, and sometimes

wholly hidden, by cloud. They cruised around, and when the

clouds broke there was good visibility in the gaps. But the

bombers were faced with strong defences: the usual barrage and

the usual batteries of searchlights, were reported, and many night

fighters as well. A Hampden was stalked for 20 minutes by
four enemy fighters. The crew of a Wellington had a fight

with an Me. 110 and probably destroyed it.

The weather was rather worse at Mannheim than at Frankfurt -

where, towards one o’clock, the rain stopped and the clouds began

to break up - but in both cities there was much to show that the

night’s work had been well done. At Frankfurt the inland

docks and railway yards were effectively bombed; one crew saw

through a gap in the cloud the explosion of some of our heaviest

bombs and a building going shy-high.

"There was a spreading flash of white," a pilot of a Whitley

said, "which seemed to stretch out in three wide circles. The

light burst through tho cloud, making it just like day for a

moment."

At Mannheim there were as many fires as at Frankfurt,

but the gaps in the cloud closed more quickly, and though some

crews reported large buildings alight, others could only see

a fierce and sullen glow beneath the clouds.


